At finite temperature, two-dimensional crystals such as graphene are believed to display structural fluctuations in order to account for their stability[@b1]. Given that graphene is a soft and atomically thin material exhibiting membrane-like features, it is subject to out-of-plane distortions due to thermal fluctuations together with external forces such as interactions with a substrate[@b2]. Many theoretical[@b3][@b4][@b5][@b6] and experimental[@b7][@b8][@b9][@b10][@b11] studies have demonstrated that out-of-plane deformations especially ripples are formed on both supported and suspended graphene samples. Ripples affect the electronic properties of graphene in many ways such as modification in the electronic structure[@b12], induction of large pseudo-magnetic field[@b13][@b14], local shift of the electrochemical potential[@b15], etc. Furthermore, periodic ripples give rise to electronic superlattices[@b12][@b15] leading to highly anisotropic charge-carrier velocities[@b16]. Ripples can also alter the mechanical characteristics of graphene. In our previous work, it has been reported that a supported single layer graphene reveals anisotropic friction caused by ripples on it[@b17][@b18]. Because the ripples formed on graphene have small aspect ratio (\<1/10) between height (\~Å) and width (\~nm), their direct detection is beyond atomic force microscopy (AFM) resolution[@b17][@b19]. We believe that similar behaviors related to ripples are expected in many atomically two-dimensional materials. For development and design of devices based on unique electrical and mechanical properties of atomically two-dimensional materials, it is required to find atomistic origin of ripples.

On the other hand, the electronic structure of finite-size graphene strongly depends on the crystallographic orientation of its edges[@b16][@b20][@b21][@b22]. The presence of electronic edge states and localized spins in the zigzag edge region give rise to electronic, magnetic, and chemical activities[@b23]. The identification of crystallographic axis is, therefore, necessary for the characterization and fabrication of finite-size graphene as well as for the development of graphene-based devices.

In this paper, we experimentally and theoretically demonstrate that ripples in a single-layer graphene, mechanically exfoliated on a SiO~2~ substrate, are formed preferentially along the zigzag directions of the hexagonal lattice of graphene. The direction of ripples is determined using cantilever torsion microscopy (CTM)[@b5], while the crystallographic axis of graphene is measured using angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES). CTM is a generalized version of friction-mode to observe the ripple domains on exfoliated monolayer graphene by combining two measurements observing cantilever torsions during lateral (T~LAT~) and longitudinal (T~LON~) scans in AFM[@b18]. T~LAT~ is known as lateral force microscopy (LFM) or friction force microscopy (FFM) which has been used to investigate the friction force between AFM tip and surface. T~LON~ is known as transverse shear microscopy (TSM)[@b24][@b25][@b26] which has been specifically used in determining grain orientation of polycrystalline organic semiconductors. With the CTM and ARPES data obtained from the same sample, we associate the ripple directions to the crystallographic orientation of graphene. Our findings are consistent with our theoretical model which shows that a zigzag-directional ripple is preferred energetically at room temperature over an armchair-directional one. It is worthwhile to note that our fast and simple CTM technique using AFM for macroscopic graphene samples decides the crystallographic orientation of graphene efficiently.

Results
=======

CTM measurements for ripple direction determination
---------------------------------------------------

The single-layer graphene ('SLG\' in [Fig. 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"}) used in our analysis is bar-shaped with a longitudinal length of \~85 μm ([Supplementary Fig. 1](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) which is extruded from a multi-layer graphene ('MLG\' in [Fig. 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). We took CTM images for two areas on the SLG region of the sample (the red rectangles (i) and (ii) in [Fig. 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). For both of the rectangular areas, the longitudinal (T~LON~) and lateral (T~LAT~) CTM images, which are the intensities of local torsion values of the AFM cantilever scanning across the surface of the material, show three-colored domain structures ([Fig. 1b](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). The CTM images reveal local ripple directions. It is observed that the contrasts of the T~LON~ and T~LAT~ images for the area (i) are the same as those for the area (ii). It implies that each scanned area consists of three domains with characteristic ripple directions, while each domain in the area (i) denoted by a color-filled rectangle in [Fig. 1b](#f1){ref-type="fig"} has a corresponding domain in the area (ii) with the same ripple direction. Following the procedure in Ref. [@b18] with the obtained CTM images, one can determine the range of ripple directions ([Supplementary Fig. 2](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The rightmost column of [Fig. 1b](#f1){ref-type="fig"} shows the estimated ripple directions with angular resolution of 30° as blue, red and black-colored fans in the pie charts. Each color refers to a domain denoted by the same-colored rectangle in the CTM images. We follow the definition of the ripple direction as indicated in the upper inset of [Fig. 1b](#f1){ref-type="fig"}.

The 60° rotation of ripple directions between adjacent domains supports the notion that the ripples are aligned along a stiff direction of hexagonal graphene lattice, probably zigzag or armchair directions[@b18]. If the lattice orientation of graphene is determined and compared with the ripple directions obtained from CTM, one can estimate the correlation of crystallographic axis to the directions of ripples in graphene, as shown in [Fig. 1c](#f1){ref-type="fig"}. For this, we use ARPES to determine the lattice orientation of the same graphene sample used for CTM. The usual stick-slip mode of AFM was used for observing the atomic arrangement of graphene which is flat and firmly stuck to the bulk substrate, for example, graphene grown on copper foil[@b27] or SiC[@b28]. In case of the exfoliated graphene on SiO~2~, the stick-slip images are distorted due to the structural deformation of graphene near an AFM tip during its scanning and cannot lead to clear determination of the crystal structures[@b17][@b29]. The sample used for the CTM is grounded electrically and placed in an ultra-high vacuum chamber. Using optical microscopy and scanning photoemission mapping with step size of \~50 μm, we locate the small area of interest in the sample. We then use the optical microscopy images of the silver paint region ([Supplementary Fig. 1](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) to align the orientation of the ARPES maps with the CTM data.

ARPES measurements for identifying crystallographic orientation
---------------------------------------------------------------

The valence and conduction bands in the electronic structure of a SLG meet only at the corners of hexagonal Brillouin zone giving two distinguishable Dirac points, K and K′[@b30]. The crystallographic orientation of graphene can be determined by locating the K and K′ points in the ARPES maps ([Figs. 2a and 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). The energy band obtained from the ARPES shows a nearly linear energy dispersion along the Γ-K direction agreeing well with the previous measurements[@b30][@b31][@b32][@b33][@b34][@b35] ([Supplementary Fig. 3](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). [Figures 2c and 2d](#f2){ref-type="fig"} show the optical microscopy image and the ARPES map of our graphene sample, respectively. For the sample aligned using the silver paint, the constant energy scan at the Fermi level shows four peaks corresponding to the K and K′ points of graphene ([Fig. 2d](#f2){ref-type="fig"})[@b31][@b32][@b33][@b34][@b35]. From this ARPES map, the hexagonal Brillouin zone boundary connecting six K and K′ points is determined. The black solid arrows in [Figs. 2a--2d](#f2){ref-type="fig"} show the zigzag direction of graphene atomic structure decided from the positions of the measured K and K′ points in [Fig. 2d](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, while the black dashed arrow in [Fig. 2d](#f2){ref-type="fig"} denotes the Γ-K direction.

Now, by superimposing the ripple directions determined from the CTM on the crystallographic axis obtained from the ARPES, we find that zigzag directions are within the range of estimated ripple directions for all the three ripple domains; ripples are aligned along the zigzag directions of the graphene lattice ([Fig. 1c](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). In [Fig. 1c](#f1){ref-type="fig"}, one can readily distinguish zigzag and armchair edges. This is important from the practical point of view since it implies that CTM technique based on conventional AFM can be used as a facile method to determine the crystallographic orientation and edge structures of graphene at normal temperature and pressure.

Theoretical calculations of ripple formation energy
---------------------------------------------------

We have also performed theoretical calculations to find the difference in energies required to form zigzag- and armchair-directional ripples as well as to estimate the equilibrium width of ripple on a substrate. When graphene is adhered to a substrate, ripples can be formed due to external strain forces[@b10]. Especially mechanical exfoliation accompanies heating and cooling, which introduce compressive strain in graphene[@b36][@b37]. Once ripple domains are formed due to external strain forces, they tend to remain[@b38]. The rippling deformation of supported graphene due to the compressive strain from the substrate should be nearly conformal since the σ bond that determines the C−C bond length is much stiffer than the out-of-plane-oriented π bond. The rippling energy is obtained by integrating the local energy cost due to the curvature of the ripple[@b39]. A given compressive strain fixes the ratio of ripple height to the ripple width. A larger ripple width gives an overall smaller curvature leading to lower rippling energy which, in contrast, causes an increase in the ripple height thereby causing its interaction energy with the substrate to increase. The competition between these two energies determines the width of the graphene ripple on a substrate. The graphene-substrate interaction energy is estimated by integrating the local interaction between graphene and the substrate using Lennard-Jones potential with parameters obtained experimentally[@b40]. Under a compressive strain of \~10%, we find that the ripple width is approximately 5.7 nm and that the zigzag-directional ripple has a lower energy than the armchair-directional one by 0.16 meV nm^−2^ ([Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). Considering that the observed size of the ripple domain is several tens of μm^2^, the energy difference for a ripple domain (\~several keV) is large enough for thermal stability of the ripple along the zigzag direction compared to one along the armchair direction at room temperature. ([Supplementary Note 1](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Zigzag-directional ripples with nanometer-wavelength have also been observed in graphene on a different substrate, Cu(111)[@b12]. Periodic corrugation in graphene has been known to modify the electron dispersion to be anisotropic around Dirac points. The influence of the crystallographic orientation of the ripple was not properly considered for the calculation though[@b16]. The ripple domains as patches of electronic superlattices do not only influence the mechanical properties of the graphene like friction but should also play an important role in the electrical transport characteristics. Therefore, we suggest that the influence of multi-domain ripples on the electrical transport of graphene on a substrate is worthwhile to be further investigated.

Conclusion
==========

In summary, we have experimentally determined the ripple directions and crystallographic axes of single-layer graphene using cantilever torsion microscopy and angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy, respectively. By comparing the results from the two techniques, we have demonstrated that the ripple is aligned along the zigzag direction of graphene. Theoretical calculations support the experimental results showing that a zigzag-directional ripple is energetically preferred to an armchair-directional one. Our results suggest that the non-destructive cantilever torsion microscopy is a practical tool for identifying the crystallographic axes of graphene at normal temperature and pressure, which is essential for fabrications of graphene-based devices with a good edge control.

Methods
=======

Sample preparation
------------------

Graphene samples are prepared using the standard mechanical cleavage technique, using Kish graphite flakes on thermally oxidized silicon substrate (300 nm SiO~2~) under ambient conditions. Graphene samples are sorted using optical microscopy. The number of graphene layers is confirmed using Raman spectroscopy. After each AFM experiment, the used graphene sample is stored in a high-vacuum chamber (\~10^−7^ Torr) for several hours, and then, is kept in a sealed plastic pack with silica gel to keep the interface between graphene and the substrate dry. Silver paint is connected to the graphene to form an electrical contact, which prevents charge accumulation during ARPES measurements. The silver paint provides a reference position and direction for the sample during loading of the sample in carrying out CTM and ARPES measurements and comparing the ripple direction and crystallographic axis of SLG obtained through both methods.

AFM experiment
--------------

CTM images are obtained using the contact mode with a Seiko SPA-300HV AFM under ambient conditions. We use silicon AFM tips (Nanosensors PPP-LFMR with a spring constant of 0.2 N m^−1^). Two kinds of CTM images are obtained by scanning the AFM tip perpendicular (T~LON~) and parallel (T~LAT~) to the cantilever body-length direction. Each ripple direction is determined by comparing cantilever torsions caused by aligned ripples which impede the AFM tip scanning during T~LON~ and T~LAT~.

ARPES experiment
----------------

ARPES spectra are obtained at the Electronic Structure Factory end station (SES-R4000 analyzer) at Beamline 7 of the Advanced Light Source, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. The sample is held under vacuum without any thermal treatment. During the measurements, the samples are kept at 300 K and the pressure is less than 2 × 10^−10^ Torr. A photon energy of 170 eV is used in the ARPES measurements giving overall resolutions of \~100 meV and \~0.01 Å^−1^. Since the spot size of the synchrotron X-ray used in the ARPES measurement (\~100 μm) is slightly bigger than the dimensions of the whole SLG region (30 × 85 μm^2^), the measurement area covers both the SLG and MLG regions. The graphene flake preserves its rotational symmetry when its layer thickness increases. Each layer of bilayer graphene and MLG, as the stacking of two and more graphene monolayers, shifts its lattice laterally without rotation. Because the entire graphene sample was exfoliated from a single-crystalline graphite crystal, both SLG and MLG regions have the same lateral crystallographic axis.
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![Relation between graphene crystallographic axis and its ripple directions.\
(a) Optical microscopy image of multi-layer graphene (MLG) and single-layer graphene (SLG) mechanically exfoliated on SiO~2~. (b) Longitudinal (T~LON~) and lateral (T~LAT~) CTM images obtained at areas (i) and (ii) denoted in (a) and the estimated ripple directions. The cantilever direction from the top view is shown in the left upper inset of (b) and the scan direction is indicated by red-dashed arrows. The fan-shaped colored area of each pie chart in the rightmost column of (b) indicates the range of ripple direction for each domain. In the upper inset of the rightmost column of (b), the definition of ripple direction is given as a solid line. (c) The ripple directions in region (i) and (ii) estimated by the CTM images are drawn in as blue, red, and black lines over the schematic figure of hexagonal lattice determined by ARPES. It is noted that zigzag (Z, black dashed line) and armchair (A, purple dashed line) edges are easily identified.](srep07263-f1){#f1}

![Identification of crystallographic axis using ARPES measurements.\
(a) Lattice structure of graphene. (b) Hexagonal Brillouin zone with points of high symmetry indicated, showing the K and K′ points coinciding with the Dirac points where the valence and the conduction bands meet. (c) Optical microscopy images and (d) ARPES image at the Fermi level. A large white area in (c) is silver paint and the MLG and SLG (magnified inset) is attached to it. The silver paint serves as an alignment mark. The solid arrows in (a--d) denote the zigzag direction of the graphene lattice in the real space.](srep07263-f2){#f2}

![Theoretical estimation of the formation energy for ripples.\
(a) The sum of the interaction energy between graphene and the substrate and the rippling energy of graphene due to the curvature as a function of the ripple width when the ripple is aligned along the zigzag (blue) or the armchair (red) direction. It shows that the zigzag-directional ripple has lower energy at the total energy minimum. Relaxed structures of graphene with (b) armchair- and (c) zigzag-directional ripples are obtained from *ab* *initio* calculations.](srep07263-f3){#f3}
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